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Improved aerodynamics
Easy mounting
Two sizes
Several versions
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Styling parts that make
your truck look great!

RIO R Q U A

WEDGE XL
White

Part number: See page 2

Fits all Scania Next Generation (L, P, G, R, S, XT-series)

With our multi-functional Wedges, the truck
gets a much more stylish look also a more
streamlined design. With better aerodynamics, you save both fuel costs and the
environment.
The Wedges are available in two sizes, Large
and XL, and both models can be ordered with or
without lights and with lights we offer different
options, see table belowe. The Wedges are also
designed for different axle configurations* and
are suitable for most truck manufacturers'
original mudwings, but also the wheelhouse
radius of Parloc, Istoflex and Domar and more.

Mounting is easily done with four screws
through the Wedge and the wheelhouse. The
Wedge is designed to be lightweight, about
250g. The procedure is minimal, and the rigidity
of the wheelhouse remains the same after
mounting.
39cm

15cm

45,5cm

The Wedge can easily be matched with the rest
of your truck since it’s well suited for both paint
and wrap. The material is also easily modified if
you want to make changes for lights other than
we offer.

Easy mounting

6cm
*Even if the radius fits the wheelhouse of your truck, always make sure that the space
between the wheelhouses are big enough to fit the product. Measurements can be found
below.
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Styling parts that make
your truck look great!
WEDGE XL

WEDGE XL

Without cuts

With cut for original light

PART NO. 246

WEDGE XL

PART NO. 275

With position lights

PART NO. 249

WEDGE XL

Example with original light
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